Breaking News Reporter
The San Antonio Report, a nonprofit news outlet in the nation’s seventh-largest city, is seeking
an energetic and curious digital breaking news reporter to join our newsroom. The San Antonio
Report offers competitive pay, full benefits and generous paid time off -- and also embraces a
collaborative work culture.

The breaking news reporter is expected to be able to spot a meaningful story and run with it
as well as stay on top of the most important happenings throughout San Antonio’s diverse and
fast-moving news landscape. The community looks to the San Antonio Report for its expertise
and its thoughtful and thorough reporting, and this reporter will need to uphold those standards,
from covering the city’s top stories as they happen, to lifestyle pieces and more in-depth
enterprise reporting. Overall, this is an exciting opportunity for an energetic reporter to write the
stories that matter most to members of the San Antonio community.
SKILL/EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:
● Strong reporting skills.
● Proven ability to write well-organized, accurate copy on tight deadlines while also
conceiving and pursuing long-term projects or stories.
● Strong writing skills with proven ability to explain complicated issues to a digital
audience.
● A knack for coming up with unique and interesting stories about the community they
cover.
● Willingness to work closely with editors and other colleagues in shaping the best stories
for our audience.
● Schedule flexibility (some nights, weekend work).
● Spanish fluency is a plus.
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS:
● Bachelor's degree in journalism or a similar field.
SALARY
● We offer competitive pay, benefits and time off. We’re open to various levels of
experience for this role, so apply even if you don’t meet all of the qualifications. Salary is
$43,000+ based on experience.
The San Antonio Report is San Antonio’s leading local online news source. Nonprofit and
nonpartisan, the site is open to all readers, with no paywall or registration required. We are an
outlet that is highly engaged with our community and hosts events throughout the year with city

thought leaders and officials. We’re a small and close-knit staff that genuinely enjoys each
other’s company at work and away from the office.
If this sounds like the place and position for you, please send a cover letter and resume to:
apply@sareport.org
The San Antonio Report is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the
basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, political affiliation, religion, gender, gender identity,
gender expression, disability and/or sexual orientation.

